RECREATIONAL WATERS - SAMPLING STATIONS

NORTHERN AREA

N1. ATLANTIC OCEAN - COROLLA, END OF PAVED ROAD, BEACH ACCESS RAMP.
N2. ATLANTIC OCEAN - COROLLA, BEACH ACCESS ACROSS FROM CURRITUCK LIGHTHOUSE.
N3. ATLANTIC OCEAN - COROLLA, BEACH ACCESS AT END OF ALBACORE ST., SOUTH OF FOOD LION.
N4. ATLANTIC OCEAN - PINE ISLAND, CURRITUCK COUNTY SOUTHERN BEACH ACCESS.
N5. CURRITUCK SOUND - DUCK, NORTH DUCK RENTALS.
N6. CURRITUCK SOUND - DUCK, KITTY HAWK SPORTS.
N7. ATLANTIC OCEAN - HILLCREST DR., PRIVATE ACCESS AND PARKING.
N7A. ATLANTIC OCEAN - PUBLIC BEACH ACCESS, 1.5 MILES N. OF KITTY HAWK PIER.
N8. ATLANTIC OCEAN - KITTY HAWK PIER.
N9. ALBEMARLE SOUND - THE PROMENADE, SOUTHEAST SIDE OF WRIGHT MEMORIAL BRIDGE.
N12. ATLANTIC OCEAN - KITTY HAWK, KITTY HAWK BATHHOUSE NEXT TO S.R. 1206.
N12A. ATLANTIC OCEAN - KDH, AVALON PIER.
N12B. ATLANTIC OCEAN - KDH, 3RD STREET BEACH ACCESS.
N13. KITTY HAWK BAY - WILDLIFE RAMP ON BAYVIEW DRIVE IN KILL DEVIL HILLS.
N14. ATLANTIC OCEAN - KILL DEVIL HILLS BATH HOUSE ACROSS FROM OCEAN BAY BLVD.
N15. ATLANTIC OCEAN - KILL DEVIL HILLS, LAKE DRIVE BEACH ACCESS, STORM DRAIN DISCHARGE PIPE.
N16. ATLANTIC OCEAN - KILL DEVIL HILLS, STORM DRAIN ACROSS FROM EMBERS STEAK HOUSE.
N17. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NAGS HEAD, BEACH ACCESS ACROSS FROM BREW THRU, STORM DRAIN DISCHARGE PIPE.
N18. ATLANTIC OCEAN - SOUTHERN NAGS HEAD BATH HOUSE.
N19. ATLANTIC OCEAN - NAGS HEAD, BEACH ACCESS SOUTH OF JEANETTE’S PIER.
N20. ROANOKE SOUND - WHALEBONE, KITTY HAWK SPORTS.
N21A. ROANOKE SOUND - WHALEBONE, CARRIBEAN CORNERS JET SKI.
N22. ATLANTIC OCEAN - SOUTH NAGS HEAD, SOUTHERN MOST BEACH ACCESS ON OLD NAGS HEAD ROAD, STORM DRAIN DISCHARGE PIPE.
N23. ATLANTIC OCEAN - OREGON INLET, OREGON INLET FEDERAL CAMPGROUND.
N24. PAMLICO SOUND - OREGON INLET, OREGON INLET FISHING CENTER, NORTH POINT.
N25. ATLANTIC OCEAN - PEA ISLAND, NORTHERNMOST BEACH ACCESS.  
N26. ATLANTIC OCEAN - PEA ISLAND, BEACH ACCESS SOUTH OF THE REFUGE OFFICES.  
N26A. ATLANTIC OCEAN - PEA ISLAND, NEW INLET SOUND ACCESS  
N26B. ATLANTIC OCEAN - PEA ISLAND, RODANTHE N. OF TOWN LIMITS  
N27. ATLANTIC OCEAN - RODANTHE, BEACH ACCESS JUST SOUTH OF RODANTHE PIER.  
N28. PAMLICO SOUND - WAVES, HATTERAS ISLAND SAILSHOP.  
N29. ATLANTIC OCEAN - SALVO, RAMP #23 AND BEACH ACCESS.  
N29A. PAMLICO SOUND - SALVO DAY USE AREA  
N30. ATLANTIC OCEAN - AVON, RAMP #34 AND BEACH ACCESS.  
N31. PAMLICO SOUND - AVON, WINDSURFING HATTERAS AND KITTY HAWK SPORTS.  
N32. ATLANTIC OCEAN - AVON, RAMP #38 AND BEACH ACCESS.  
N33. PAMLICO SOUND - BUXTON, CANADIAN HOLE.  
N34. ATLANTIC OCEAN - BUXTON, LIGHTHOUSE.  
N37. ATLANTIC OCEAN - FRISCO, FEDERAL CAMPGROUND.  
N38A. FRISCO PUBLIC BEACH  
N39. ATLANTIC OCEAN - FRISCO BATHHOUSE AND PUBLIC BEACH ACCESS.  
N40. ATLANTIC OCEAN - HATTERAS VILLAGE, RAMP #55 AND BEACH ACCESS.  
N41. ATLANTIC OCEAN - OCRACOKE ISLAND, FIRST ACCESS SOUTHWEST OF FERRY.  
N42. PAMLICO SOUND - OCRACOKE ISLAND, FEDERAL CAMPGROUND.  
N43. ATLANTIC OCEAN - OCRACOKE ISLAND, BEACH ACCESS BY AIRPORT.  
N44. CURRITUCK SOUND - GRANDY, BOAT RAMP AT CURRITUCK SHORES CAMPGROUND.  
N46. CURRITUCK SOUND - WATERLILLY, HAMPTON LODGE CAMPGROUND AT END OF S.R. 1142.  
N47. CURRITUCK SOUND - SOUTHEAST SHORE, BELLS ISLAND.  
N49. PASQUOTANK RIVER - CAMDEN, WHITEHALL SHORES SUBDIVISION.  
N51. PASQUOTANK RIVER - ELIZABETH CITY COAST GUARD STATION, SWIMMING BEACH.  
N54. ALBEMARLE SOUND - HOLIDAY ISLE CLUBHOUSE AND BEACH.  
N56. ALBEMARLE SOUND - SANDY POINT CAMPGROUND, NORTHEAST SIDE OF HWY 32 BRIDGE.  
N58. CHOWAN RIVER - COLERAIN BEACH LANDING OFF S.R. 1335.

N61. CASHIE RIVER, SAN SOUCI LNDG., ON SR1600

N63. ALBEMARLE SOUND - PEA RIDGE, SHADSBURY LDG. AT SUBDIVISION ON SOUTHEAST SIDE OF HWY 32 BRIDGE.

N65. ALBEMARLE SOUND - COLUMBIA, LEGION BEACH ON S.R. 1226.

N67. ROANOKE SOUND - WANCHESE BOAT HARBOR; INDUSTRIAL PARK.

N68. CROATAN SOUND - NORTHWEST POINT, LANDING ON NORTHEAST SIDE OF MANNS HARBOR BRIDGE.

N69. CROATAN SOUND - ROANOKE ISLAND, “SWIMMING HOLE”, PARK BETWEEN AIRPORT AND NC AQUARIUM.

N70. ROANOKE SOUND - ROANOKE ISLAND, MOTHER VINEYARD ON S.R. 1120.

N74. SWANQUARTER BAY - END OF SWANQUARTER DOCKS ON S.R. 1136.

N82. CURRITUCK SOUND - BARRIER ISLAND; NORTH BEACH RENTALS PIER.

N83. BATH CREEK - BATH LANDING NEXT TO WESTERN BRIDGE.

N84. CURRITUCK SOUND - COROLLA, KITTY HAWK SPORTS, BEHIND TIM BUK II SHOPPING CENTER.

N85. KILL DEVIL HILLS - DRAIN PIPE ACROSS FROM FOUR FLAGS RESTAURANT.

N85A. KILL DEVIL HILLS - DRAIN PIPE ACROSS FROM MARTIN STREET P/P

N86. ROANOKE SOUND - SHALLOWBAG BAY, GAZEBO ON WATERFRONT

N87. PANTEGO CREEK - BELHAVEN SWIMMING BEACH

N88. ROANOKE SOUND - JOCKEY’S RIDGE STATE PARK

N89. CURRITUCK SOUND - SOUTHERN SHORES PRIVATE BEACH

N91. ROANOKE SOUND - COLINGTON SWIMMING BEACH

CENTRAL AREA

C1. ATLANTIC OCEAN-BEAUFORT INLET ROCK JETTY

C2. ATLANTIC OCEAN-FORT MACON PICNIC AREA

C3. ATLANTIC OCEAN-TRIPLE S PIER

C4. ATLANTIC OCEAN-ATLANTIC BEACH SOME PLACE ELSE TAVERN

C5. ATLANTIC OCEAN-PINE KNOLL SHORES IRON STEAMER

C6. ATLANTIC OCEAN-PUBLIC ACCESS AREA-SALTER PATH

C7. ATLANTIC OCEAN-EMERALD ISLE PIER PUBLIC ACCESS

C7A. BOGUE SOUND - JET SKI RENTAL, WEST SALTER PATH
C8. ATLANTIC OCEAN-BOGUE INLET PIER STORM DRAIN
C9. ATLANTIC OCEAN-BOARDWALK AREA EMERALD ISLE
C10. ATLANTIC OCEAN-BOGUE INLET OFF POINT AT ACCESS
C11. ATLANTIC OCEAN-HURST BEACH SWIMMING AREA
C13. ATLANTIC OCEAN-BEAR ISLAND OFF PAVILION
C21. ONSLOW BEACH BRIDGE (FISHING AREA)
C22. BEAR CREEK ICWW MARKER 58
C23. SANDERS CREEK (ONE HALF WAY TO INLET)
C25. BEAR ISLAND, FERRY LANDING
C26. QUEEN’S CREEK 4-H CAMP
C27. WHITEOAK RIVER BRIDGE
C30. WHITEOAK RIVER, SKI BEACH ICWW
C31. BOGUE SOUND-CEDAR POINT VILLAS
C33. BOGUE SOUND-OFF HARBOR ISLAND MARINA
C34. BOGUE SOUND-ARCHER POINT
C35. BOGUE SOUND-ICWW MARKER 40A, BY ISLAND
C36. BOGUE SOUND-GOOSE CREEK, OFF CAMP GROUND
C37. BOGUE SOUND-MOUTH SANDERS CREEK
C39. BOGUE SOUND-BROAD CREEK, HIGHWAY 24 BRIDGE
C40. BOGUE SOUND-GALES CREEK, OFF PRESBYTERIAN CAMP
C41A. BOGUE SOUND - JET SKI RENTAL, NEAR CRAB SHACK
C43. BOGUE SOUND-OFF BRANDYWINE BOAT HARBOR
C45. BOGUE SOUND-OFF AQUARIUM
C46. BOGUE SOUND-MOUTH PELETIER CREEK
C47A. BOGUE SOUND - CANAL LEADING TO MOONLITE BAY
C48. BOGUE SOUND-ATLANTIC BEACH BRIDGE, SW SIDE
C48A. BOGUE SOUND - 750 YDS. E. OF ATLANTIC BEACH BRIDGE, NORTH SIDE
C51. BOGUE SOUND-BOAT LANDING TOURIST CENTER
C53A. NEWPORT RIVER-PUBLIC ACCESS NW OF BRIDGE
C55. GALLANT'S CHANNEL AT BEAUFORT BRIDGE
C55A. TOWN CREEK, NC MARITIME MUSEUM
C56. TAYLOR’S CREEK AT POST OFFICE DOCK
C56A. LENNOXVILLE BOAT RAMP
C57. RADIO ISLAND AT SWIMMING AREA
C58. SHACKELFORD BANKS-NUN BUOY #2
C59. SHACKELFORD BANKS-FLASHING BEACON AT WADE SHORE
C60. NORTH RIVER AT LENNOXVILLE POINT
C61. NORTH RIVER OFF SHELL LANDING
C62. NORTH RIVER-HIGHWAY 70 BRIDGE
C64. HARKERS ISLAND BRIDGE AT SWIMMING AREA
C65. CORE SOUND OFF MARSHALLBERG
C66. CORE SOUND-SHELL POINT OFF HARKERS ISLAND
C67. BACK SOUND OFF HARKERS ISLAND FISHING CENTER
C68. WHITEHURST ISLAND EAST OF MARKER 24
C69. CAPE LOOKOUT HOOK
C69A. PARK SERVICE DOCK
C70. WILLISTON CREEK HIGHWAY 70 BRIDGE
C73. OYSTER CREEK HIGHWAY 70 BRIDGE
C75. DRUM INLET NORTH SIDE(INSIDE)
C76. CORE SOUND WHITE POINT
C82. CORE CREEK OFF SEA GATE
C83. BACK CREEK-HALF WAY BETWEEN MOUTH AND STATION 16A
C84. ADAMS CREEK OFF SILVER DOLLAR ROAD
C85. SOUTH RIVER-PARADISE VILLAGE
C87. NEUSE RIVER-MOUTH ORCHARD CREEK
C88. NEUSE RIVER-MOUTH PIERCE CREEK
C89. NEUSE RIVER-ORIENTAL-WHITTAKER CREEK
C90. NEUSE RIVER-ORIENTAL BRIDGE
C92. NEUSE RIVER-CAMP CAROLINE-DAWSON CREEK
C92A. PUBLIC BEACH SOUTH SIDE OF DAWSON CREEK BRIDGE
C93. NEUSE RIVER-CAMP DON LEE
C94. NEUSE RIVER-CAMP SEA GULL
C95. NEUSE RIVER-CAMP SEAFARER
C96. NEUSE RIVER-MOUTH OF BEARD CREEK
C97. NEUSE RIVER-GOOSE CREEK
C98. NEUSE RIVER-UPPER BROAD CREEK BY MARINA
C99. NEUSE RIVER-NORTH WEST CREEK-FAIRFIELD HARBOR MARINA
C100A. NEUSE RIVER, UNION POINT
C102. NEUSE RIVER-JOHNSON POINT
C104. NEUSE RIVER-FLANNER’S BEACH
C105. NEUSE RIVER-MARKER #10-SLOCUM CREEK
C106. NEUSE RIVER-JUNCTION OF HANCOCK AND CAHOOGUE CREEKS
C107. NEUSE RIVER-PINE CLIFF RECREATION AREA
C109. NEUSE RIVER-MATHEWS LANDING-CLUB FOOT CREEK
C110. NEUSE RIVER-GREAT NECK POINT
C111. PAMLICO RIVER-WASHINGTON-RAILROAD TRESTLE
C112. PAMLICO RIVER-OFF BROAD CREEK POINT
C113. PAMLICO RIVER-BROAD CREEK MARKER #3
C115. PAMLICO RIVER-HAWKINS LANDING
C116. PAMLICO RIVER-CORE POINT
C117. PAMLICO RIVER-TRIPP POINT
C118. PAMLICO RIVER-MAUL’S POINT
C119. PAMLICO RIVER-HEAD OF BLOUNT’S BAY, MARKER #2
C120. PAMLICO RIVER- OFF HILL’S POINT
C121. PAMLICO RIVER-WHICHARD’S BEACH SWIMMING AREA

C126. PAMLICO RIVER, GOOSE CREEK SWIMMING AREA

C132. NELSON BAY, OFF SEA LEVEL INN

C133. TRENT RIVER, SHERATON MARINA

**SOUTHERN AREA**

S1. ATLANTIC OCEAN-ONE MILE EAST FROM BIRD ISLAND INLET

S2. ATLANTIC OCEAN-SUNSET BEACH PIER

S5. ATLANTIC OCEAN-OCEAN ISLE BEACH PIER

S6. ATLANTIC OCEAN-CLARION INN

S9. ATLANTIC OCEAN-HOLDEN BEACH PIER

S10. ATLANTIC OCEAN-FERRY ROAD(HOLDEN BEACH)

S13. ATLANTIC OCEAN-OCEAN CREST PIER

S14. ATLANTIC OCEAN-YAUPON BEACH PIER

S15. ATLANTIC OCEAN-FT. CASWELL PAVILION AREA

S18. ATLANTIC OCEAN-FORT FISHER BEACH HOUSE

S18A. THE BASIN

S19. ATLANTIC OCEAN-KURE BEACH PIER

S19A. WILMINGTON BEACH

S19B. HANBY BEACH

S20. ATLANTIC OCEAN-CAROLINA BEACH BOARDWALK

S21. ATLANTIC OCEAN-CAROLINA BEACH, NORTHERN EXT.

S22. ATLANTIC OCEAN-MASONBORO INLET

S23. ATLANTIC OCEAN-JOHNNY MERCER PIER

S25. ATLANTIC OCEAN-Figure Eight Island, First Beach Access

S28. ATLANTIC OCEAN-TOPSAIL PIER

S29. ATLANTIC OCEAN-SURF CITY PIER

S30. ATLANTIC OCEAN-N. TOPSAIL BEACH, EMERGENCY VEHICLE ACCESS

S32. EAST OF SUNSET BEACH BRIDGE
S33. ICWW CHANNEL MARKER #91
S34. SHALLOTTE RIVER, BOWEN POINT, OFF MARINA
S35. SHALLOTTE RIVER, OFF LARRY HOLDEN’S SEAFOOD
S36. ICWW CHANNEL MARKER #59
S37. CAMPGROUND OFF SHALLOTTE INLET
S38. LOCKWOOD FOLLY RIVER, MARKER #10
S39. MOUTH OF LOCKWOOD FOLLY RIVER, MARKER #41, ICWW
S40. ICWW OVERHEAD POWER CABLE
S41. ICWW NEAR SANDY’S SEAFOOD
S42. MOUTH OF ELIZABETH RIVER
S43. CAPE FEAR RIVER, CENTER SECTION BASIN DAM
S44. CAPE FEAR RIVER, BUOY 31
S45. CAPE FEAR RIVER, WEST END SNOW’S CUT
S46. MYRTLE GROVE SOUND, ICWW MARKER #154
S47. MASONBORO SOUND, UNCW DOCK
S48. GREENVILLE SOUND, BANKS CHANNEL
S49. GREENVILLE SOUND, MONEY POINT, ICWW MARKER #128
S50. MIDDLE SOUND, OFF JOHNSON’S MARINA
S51. MIDDLE SOUND, ICWW MARKER #110, SCOTT’S MARINA
S52. TOPSAIL SOUND, ICWW MARKER #98
S53. TOPSAIL SOUND, ICWW MARKER #92
S54. STUMP SOUND, HWY. 210 BRIDGE, SURF CITY
S55. STUMP SOUND, NEAR SWARTZENBERG SHELLFISH COOLER
S56. ALLIGATOR BAY
S57. OFF SWAN POINT
S58. NEW RIVER, OFF CEDAR POINT
S59. NEW RIVER, NC HWY 172 BRIDGE
S60. NEW RIVER, MARKER #35
S61. NEW RIVER, MARKER #46, NEAR HADNOT POINT

S63. NEW RIVER, HWY. 24 BRIDGE, JACKSONVILLE

S66. NEW RIVER, 50 YDS. OFF OF WILSON PARK

S67. MIDDLE OF WILSON BAY